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30 Minute Thinker – Daily Learning Connections – READSCAN TOOLS 

Chapter Preview Quiz Scan Student Activity Sheet IND-L3 
ENT RS 004 DI READING ONLY 

Lesson Objective – To initiate instruction by surveying the text and generate quiz question using heading and subheading to build 
meaning and a higher level of comprehension during reading. 

 
Tool Description – For reading notetaking purposes, in a three-step process, before reading, Instructor will guide as students to skim 
each heading, sub-heading, tables, pictures, key words or highlighted text and write one possible quiz question for each heading and 
subheading, using index cards.  To help write quiz questions, students will use the Quiz Question Guide, if available.  Next, students 
will be directed to share their prospective quiz questions with a partner, small group and/or class, and simultaneously, add other 
questions, generated by others, to ensure coverage of all material.  During and after reading, students will answer the questions 
generated on the back of each index card.  The index cards will be used as Flash Cards or a Study Guide, highlighting and underlining 
important points or details. 

Supplemental (Alexa) Voice Narration and PowerPoint Student Guidance Available for this Specific Tool:  To preview or 
download accompanying narration and guidance accessory tools, such as an Alexa script or a PowerPoint, please go back to the 
original download page by inserting GC117 into the Main Search Bar or use the following link: 
https://learningconnect.org/tool/gc117-readscan-chapter-preview-quiz-scan-tool-for-reading-assignment-only/   (You must be currently 
subscribed and logged into the Learning Connect website to access this link.) 
 

Required Student Materials List:  pencil, paper and several index cards. (Number of index cards depends upon the number of 
headings and sub-headings to be addressed in the lesson.  Sheets of paper can substitute for index cards.) 
 
(Optional) Student Materials List:  Sample Worksheet – Chapter Preview Quiz Scan Cards (Cards can be created on student’s own 
index cards or paper while simply proceeding, as directed, through the activity.) 
 
Please note:  Make Writing Questions Easy and Correct - Students may refer to the one-page chart in the Question Development 
Guide to access the key words to begin writing their questions, at the level of understanding required for the lesson content.  To access 
the Key Word Chart –  conduct one or both of the following steps:  Use the following link:  https://learningconnect.org/tool/gc421-
reflection-questions-question-development-guide/  (You must be currently subscribed and logged into the Learning Connect website to 
access this link.)  If using Alexa, ask Alexa the activation questions provided in the script.  For the full script, reference GC421 in the 
Main Search Bar. 

https://learningconnect.org/tool/gc117-readscan-chapter-preview-quiz-scan-tool-for-reading-assignment-only/
https://learningconnect.org/tool/gc421-reflection-questions-question-development-guide/
https://learningconnect.org/tool/gc421-reflection-questions-question-development-guide/
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Required Class Materials List:  stapler and highlighters for study. 

 

SMGR – Small Group Resources  
 

A. Leadership Role Strips or Draw Cards - noting role and tasks are available for a quick use. (Index cards, cut in half, create 
good draw cards.)  The small group draw tools can be laminated to ensure multiple use. 

B. Drawing Container - (A sheet of paper, folded in half and stapled down on each side creating a pocket effect, can substitute as 
a container.) 

Other Possible Small Group Supplies – time keeping device, scissors, flip chart and markers, multiple copies of the Small Group 
Ground Rules  
 
To access all ten-minute prep small group tools and accessories, please insert SG001 into the Classroom Management Search Bar 
or use for the following Small Group Ten Minute-Prep-Steps link. https://learningconnect.org/tool/smgr1-sg001-small-group-tool-ten-
minute-prep-steps/  (You must be currently subscribed and logged into the Learning Connect website to access this link.) 
 
Teacher Note:  For initial leadership role training or a longer-term small group activity, please insert SG002 into the Classroom 
Management Search Bar to access the small group tools with the Small Group Leadership Role Guides or use the following link. 
https://learningconnect.org/tool/smgr2-sg002-small-group-tool-leadership-prep-and-role-review/   (You must be currently subscribed 
and logged into the Learning Connect website to access this link.) 
  
Teacher Contribution:  a. Provide Lesson Reading Assignment.  b. Share step-by-step instructions for students to survey and scan 
content and create a quiz question from the heading/subheadings on the front of each index card.  c.  Have students answer prepared 
card questions upon the completion of each section.  d.  Have students summarize and add additional details, facts and/or examples on 
the backside of each index card.   
(Optional:  Refer to the one-page Keyword Chart in the LC Question Guide to provide students with the key words to begin writing 
their questions at the level of understanding required for the lesson content. Please see link provided in Optional Student Materials 
List.) 

 
 

https://learningconnect.org/tool/smgr1-sg001-small-group-tool-ten-minute-prep-steps/
https://learningconnect.org/tool/smgr1-sg001-small-group-tool-ten-minute-prep-steps/
https://learningconnect.org/tool/smgr2-sg002-small-group-tool-leadership-prep-and-role-review/
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Chapter Preview Quiz Scan 

Student Instructions 

 
A Chapter Preview Quiz Scan is a great strategy for taking notes during reading.  By writing the quiz questions before 
reading begins, your retention will vastly increase.  As directed by your teacher, (individually, with a partner, in a small 
group and/or class), before and during the reading assignment begins, conduct the following pre-reading and reading 
steps using index cards or sheets of paper, (vertically, folded in half).  You can use the existing Chapter Preview Quiz 
Scan Sheets (or generate them using your own paper or index cards with the format examples provided.)  Next, main 
points and details, facts, evidence, examples and/or applications per heading/subheading can be generated to increase 
retention and long-term retrieval of content.  Last, students will share prospective questions and add other questions 
generated by a partner, in a small group and/or class to their collection.   

 
 Creating Quiz Questions from Headings and Subheadings 

Before Reading…. 

1. Pause and Reflect – Skim or read each heading, subheading, tables, pictures, key words and highlighted text  
within the text.   Refocus and write one possible quiz question for each heading and subheading. Use the front of an 
index card or the front left side of a sheet of paper, folded vertically creating two columns.  Leave space to add more 
questions at a later share time.  Reference the page number of the heading or subheading location per quiz question 
in the upper left-hand corner of index card or sheet of paper.  If directed, for easy, question writing, access the right 
keyword to begin your question, refer to the LC QUESTION DEVELOPMENT GUIDE.      
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During Reading…. 

 
2. For the next step, as directed by teacher, individually, read the text thoroughly.  As you read, note main points for each 

heading and subheading on the front side of a new index card or left column of your sheet of paper.  Please refer as 
an information card or sheet.  Note the evidence, examples or applications.  Try to think of similarities and other 
familiar contexts to help remember important information. Be sure and leave some space under each heading for 
additional key points from an upcoming share. Last, respond to any related previous prepared question as information 
is obtained during the preview scan of the material.  Please note:  If more space is needed, after using the backside of 
a card to address the same topic, use a new index card. Be sure and label the cards sequentially with the topic 
number, and the next alphabet letter, such as (1A), (1B), etc.  

 
3. For the last steps, as directed by teacher, with a partner or small group, share prospective questions, responses, main 

points, details, facts, evidence, examples and/or applications with partner, small group and/or class. Add other 
questions and information generated by others to cover all material.  Then, go back and answer remaining questions 
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generated by others.  Highlight or underline important points and details.  Last, organize index cards in sequence and 
bind together to create an in-depth Study Guide and Quiz Cards for the chapter or unit.  If using sheets of paper, fold 
sheet vertically towards the back, from the center of the page, to create the Flash Sheet for study. 
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(INDEX CARD FORMAT) 
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(SHEET OF PAPER FORMAT)  
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SCIENTIFIC LEARNING STRATEGIES: 

Learning Cluster Resource – 041 – Reading Comprehension Strategies  

Learning Cluster Resource – 056 – Summarizing Strategies  

Learning Cluster Resource – 065 – Writing Quiz Question Strategies 

 

COMMUNITY OPTION: 
009 – Cooperative Learning, Community and Collaboration Strategies 

058 – Think-Pair-Share Strategies  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

© 2019 Learning Connect - All Rights Reserved.  Once Learning Connect copy content is cut and pasted into an electronic virtual digital 
assistant or any media device, it cannot be shared using the electronic means available on the app or by any other device.  This Learning 
Connect tool information is available to Learning Connect subscribers only. 


